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The application of ideas from universal algebra to computer science has long
been a major theme of Joseph Goguen’s research, perhaps even the major theme.
One strand of this work concerns algebraic datatypes. Recently there has been
some interest in what one may call algebraic computation types. As we will show,
these are also given by equational theories, if one only understands the notion
of equational logic in somewhat broader senses than usual.
One moral of our work is that, suitably considered, equational logic is not
tied to the usual first-order syntax of terms and equations. Standard equational
logic has proved a useful tool in several branches of computer science, see, for
example, the RTA conference series [9] and textbooks, such as [1]. Perhaps the
possibilities for richer varieties of equational logic discussed here will lead to
further applications.
We begin with an explanation of computation types. Starting around 1989,
Eugenio Moggi introduced the idea of monadic notions of computation [11, 12]
with the idea that, for appropriately chosen monads T on, e.g., Set, the category
of sets, one thinks of T (X) as the type of computations of an element of X. For
example, for side-effects one takes the monad TS (X) =def (S × X)S where S is
the set of states. Below, we take S =def V Loc where V is a countably infinite
set of values such as the natural numbers, and Loc is a finite set of locations.
See [2] for a recent exposition of Moggi’s ideas, particularly emphasising the
connections with functional programming, where the monadic approach has been
very influential.
As is well known, equational theories give rise to free algebra monads. For
example the free semilattice monad arises from the theory of a binary operation
∪ subject to the axioms of associativity, commutativity and idempotence, where
the last is the equation x ∪ x = x. The induced monad TN (X) is the collection
of all non-empty finite subsets of X. In general, the equational theories with
operations of finite arity induce exactly those monads which have finite rank,
see, e.g., [19].
In denotational semantics one typically employs a category of ordered structures, such as ω-Cpo, the category of ω-cpos, which are partial orders with lubs
of increasing ω-chains, and with morphisms those monotonic functions preserving
the ω-lubs. An ω-Cpo-semilattice is a semilattice in ω-Cpo, that is an ω-cpo
together with a continuous binary function satisfying the semilattice axioms;
the free ω-Cpo-semilattice monad is (a generalisation of) the convex powerdo?
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main monad, originally defined only on a subcategory [5]. There are also lower,
or Hoare, and upper, or Smyth, powerdomain monads; these are obtained by
adding an additional axiom, viz:
x≤x∪y
for the lower powerdomain, and:
x≥x∪y
for the upper one. Note that these are inequations rather than equations.
This idea was carried further in [15] where similar characterisations were
noted for other important monads arising in Moggi’s approach, such as those
for exceptions, state, input/output, probabilistic nondeterminism and nontermination. One of the main contributions there was an axiomatisation of the state
monad employing families of operations of finite or countably infinite arity, as
follows. For each location l one assumes given an operation symbol:
lookupl
of arity the countably infinite set V (it is convenient to allow any set to be an
arity, not just a cardinal) and for each each location l and value v one assumes
given a unary operation symbol:
updatel,v
The idea is that a term of the form lookupl (. . . tv . . .) denotes the computation
which looks up the contents of l in the current state and, if this is v, then proceeds
according to the computation denoted by the v-th argument, tv . Similarly a term
of the form updatel,v (t) denotes the computation which first updates the contents
of the location l to v and then proceeds according to the computation denoted
by t.
These ideas have been elaborated into what may be termed the algebraic theory of notions of computation, where the operations and equations are primary
and determine the monads. The computational importance of the operations is
that it is they that give rise to the effects at hand [16]. Applications include
the operational semantics of effects [14], their modular combination [7] and,
prospectively, a general logic of effects [17]; see [18] for a survey.
The examples demonstrate that the algebraic theory of computation would
benefit from a wider means of expression than is provided by standard equational
theories: one also needs to consider parameterization, operations of countable,
i.e., denumerable, arity and inequations. As we will see, a unifying rôle is played
by Lawvere theories: each such kind of ‘equational’ theory corresponds to a
kind of Lawvere theory, possibly enriched or countable rather than finitary, as
standard.

Parameterization This occurs naturally in mathematics, for example in
the notion of a vector space over a given field F. There one has the axiom:
λ(x + y) = λx + λy
which involves both field elements and vectors. To treat the notion as an equational theory in the standard sense, one would introduce a unary operation of
‘multiplication by λ’ for each field element λ and the axiom would be rendered
as a family of equations, with one for each field element. We will instead treat
the axiom as a single parametric equation, with λ a variable ranging over the
field and with multiplication by a field element treated as a parametric unary
operation on the vector space.
One can go further and allow ‘side-conditions,’ involving only the parameter
variables. For example, in the case of state, treating update as a unary operation
parametric over locations and values, one has the following parametric equation:
updatel,v (updatel0 ,v0 (x)) = updatel0 ,v0 (updatel,v (x)) (if l 6= l0 )
which has the side condition that l 6= l0 ; the equation states that the order in
which one updates distinct locations does not matter.
Such parametric equational theories abbreviate ordinary equational theories,
but, by allowing a schema to be replaced by a parametric equation with side
conditions, may enable finitary axiomatisation and consequent direct computer
implementation. Formally one assumes given an interpretation A of a manysorted first-order signature, the parameter signature; for the equational part one
further assumes given a parametric signature where the operation symbols are
assigned a given list of sorts from the parameter signature as well as the usual
natural number. There is then a natural notion of parametric term where the
parameters are given by standard first-order terms over the parameter signature
and so of parametric equation:
t = u (ϕ)
with side condition ϕ written in first-order logic with equality over the parameter signature. A collection of such equations abbreviate, as indicated above, a
standard equational theory over a derived signature.
There is a natural system for deriving these parametric equations from a given
collection Th of first-order formulas with equality over the parameter signature,
together with another given collection Eqn of parametric equations; the system
includes first-order logic with equality for the parameter spaces and equational
logic for the parametric equations. One can define whether a parametric equation
is a semantic consequence of Th and Eqn relative to the fixed interpretation A,
but, unfortunately, taking Th to be the theory of A, completeness need not hold.
It may, however, hold in particular cases: one such is that of vector spaces mentioned above taking the standard ‘ring signature’ for the many-sorted first-order
signature. On the other hand, fixing Th and Eqn, one can show completeness, if
by validity one means with respect to all models of Th.

Infinitary operations One can treat operations of countable arity using the
evident natural notions of countable equational theory and countable Lawvere
theory; the induced monads are those of countable rank. Here is an example of a
schema of infinitary equations involving the operation of looking up the contents
of a location:
lookupl (. . . updatel,v (x) . . .) = x
The equation states that if a location is looked up and then updated with the
value found, then that is equivalent to doing nothing.
However it would again be preferable to have a finitary syntax, now for operations of countably infinite arity. To that end, we employ binding on variables
of the arity sort, here val (standing for V ); the term-forming construction for
lookup is then:
lookupa (v : val.t)
where a is a parameter term of sort loc (standing for Loc) and t is a parametric
term given the environment v : val. With this, the above infinitary schema can
be written as the following finitary ‘equation’:
lookupl (v : val.updatel,v (x)) = x
We consider next the following infinitary equation scheme:
lookupl (. . . updatel0 ,v0 (xv ) . . .) = updatel0 ,v0 (lookupl (. . . xv . . .)) (if l 6= l0 )
which states that the operations of looking up one location and updating another
commute. Notice that it employs a family xv of variables. If we introduce the
notion of a parametric variable (ranging over a suitable collection of functions)
this infinitary equation scheme can also be rendered in a finitary fashion:
lookupl (v : val.updatel0 ,v0 (xv )) = updatel0 ,v0 (lookupl (v : val.xv )) (if l 6= l0 )
These two ideas of binding and parametric variables suffice to write down all
the parameterized, possibly infinitary, equation schemes for global state given
in [15] finitarily.
In the general formalism, we again begin with an interpretation A of a parameter signature, as above, except that we assume also given a subcollection of
the sorts, called the arity sorts. In the parametric signature an operation symbol
has m parameter arguments of given parameter sorts, and n argument positions,
with the ith being abstracted on ki arity sorts. A collection of parametric equations abbreviates a countable equational theory, provided that the arity sorts
are interpreted by countable sets.
One can then give a logic following the previous lines. An immediate question
is whether the logic is complete for global state, where for the many-sorted firstorder signature one would take the two sorts, loc and val, and constants for all
the elements of Loc, with the evident interpretation using V and Loc. We would
also like to know whether we have completeness relative to all interpretations
of a given theory, as we do in the simpler case, considered above, of finitary

operations. Positive answers to such questions would demonstrate that valid
uniform infinitary equations have uniform proofs.
Inequations These are a natural generalisation of equations and there is
an evident notion of inequational, or ordered, equational logic over operations
of finite arity, which has a straightforward completeness theorem using posets
rather than sets [3]. The resulting ordered equational theories correspond to ordered Lawvere theories, in the sense of [23, 3]. These are not the same as the
Pos-enriched Lawvere theories of [19], as the latter allow all finite posets as arities of operations, not just the discrete ones. However they are the same as the
Pos-enriched Lawvere theories of [10], equivalently the Pos-enriched discrete
Lawvere theories of [20]. There is a natural generalisation to countable inequational logic, and the inequational theories of this logic correspond to the discrete
countable Pos-theories (the countable case is the main one considered in [20]).
In general discrete V-theories of a given rank freely induce V-theories of that
rank, in the sense of [19], and the latter induce the V-monads of the same rank;
not all such monads arise from discrete theories.
Parameterization, now over given posets, is again an expressive convenience,
and there are inequational versions of the two equational deductive systems
considered above: one for parametric inequations and the other with finitary
syntax for infinitary operations. For the parameter interpretation A it is natural
to work with enriched first-order structures, which we take to mean here that
sorts are interpreted by posets, operations by monotonic functions and relations
by subsets; one then naturally works with first-order logic with inequations a ≤ b,
rather than equations, to express parameter conditions. One evidently requires
arity sorts to be interpreted by countable discrete partial orders to obtain discrete
countable Pos-theories from a collection of parametric inequations.
Turning to ω-Cpo-enrichment, one can consider discrete finitary or countable
ω-Cpo-theories. Here parameterization is more than an expressive convenience:
it enables one to implicitly write down equations involving sups of increasing
chains. One can still work with simple inequations, but rather than finitary or
countably infinitary operation symbols, one takes families of such, parameterized
over a collection of parameter ω-cpos. They are to be interpreted by functions
which are continuous over the parameter ω-cpos as well as the algebra ω-cpo. A
natural example is provided by d-cones, which arise when considering powerdomains for mixed ordinary and probabilistic nondeterminism [22]. These are the
ω-Cpo-semimodules over the semiring R+ , which latter is the ω-cpo of the nonnegative reals extended with a point at infinity, and endowed with the natural
semiring structure [13].
Collections of such inequations induce the discrete finitary or countable
ω-Cpo-theories, according to the arities of the operation symbols allowed. However there is a question as to what is the appropriate inequational logic. It may be
best to introduce an explicit infinitary syntax for sups of increasing ω-sequences,
but then sup-terms would only be well-formed if one could prove the sequence
was increasing, and that would mean a mutual recursion between the definitions
of proofs and well-formed terms. It remains to investigate such a system.

The next question is to what extent one can achieve a useful finitary system. One can clearly investigate analogues of the methods used above to handle
parameterization and operations of countably infinite arity. But it is far from
clear what to do about the sup-terms. Perhaps one can restrict to considering
only least fixed-points and work with a combination of the above ideas and the
µ-calculus, for which, and associated logical and categorical results, see [4, 8, 21].
Whatever the difficulties are with finding the right logic, it is at least the
case that the combination of parameterization, binding constructions and inequations, interpreted over ω-Cpo, is enough to express all the theories of computation types so far considered over that category. We should admit, however,
that this is not quite enough to account for all the computation types so far
considered. One difficult case is that of the continuations monad. However one
can argue that there the types should not be treated as algebraic since the natural operations are not even of the right type to be algebraic operations, and,
further, the monad does not have a rank [6].
A more interesting case is that of local state, as opposed to the above global
state, where one can declare new locations. This was treated using a monad over
a presheaf category in [15]. The monad was specified by equations, but they
involved a mixture of linear and ordinary operations, with the linear structure
coming from the Day tensor on the presheaf category. This example feels as if
it should be treatable within an algebraic framework, but we do not see the
proper notions of Lawvere theory or equational theory. Finally there is also the
possibility of employing other semantic categories in place of ω-Cpo for the
algebraic computational types; we content ourselves here with the remark that
for reasonable such categories, one would expect the relevant free algebras still
to exist.
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